Fire Safety & Rescue
VIETNAM 2020

20 – 22 August 2020
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam

JOIN VIETNAM’S LEADING FIRE SAFETY AND DISASTER PREVENTION TRADE FAIR

www.firesafetyvietnam.vn
Show details

Dates
20 – 22 August 2020

Venue
Saigon Exhibition & Convention Centre (SECC)
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam

Endorser
• Vietnam Fire and Rescue Police Department

Supporters
• Ministry of Public Security
• Ministry of Defence
• Ministry of Industry and Trade
• Ministry of Planning and Investment
• Ministry of Science and Technology
• Ministry of Transport
• Ministry of Construction
• Vietnam Chamber of Commerce and Industry - VCCI
• Asian Professional Security Association - APSA Vietnam
• Korea Fire Institute (KFI)
• UL LLC - USA
• Vietnam Federation of Civil Engineering Association
• Vietnam Association for Building Materials
• Vietnam Automation Association
• HCMC Computer Association
• Ho Chi Minh City Real Estate Association
• Saigon Hi-tech Park Management Board
And various relevant Ministries, Departments and professional Association

Participation fees
Standard booth: USD 350 / sqm (min. 9 sqm)
Raw space: USD 310 / sqm (min. 18 sqm)
*Booth sample subject to change

Official media

Organiser contact
Global contact:
Messe Frankfurt New Era Business Media Ltd
Ms Michelle Chu, +886 2 8729 1099 ext. 768
stvn@newera.messefrankfurt.com

Vietnam contact:
Vietnam Advertisement & Fair Exhibition JSC – Vietfair
Ms Khanh Tran +84 938 1702 89
khanhtran@vietfair.vn

Global trade fairs and events
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Frankfurt am Main, Germany
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Moscow, Russia
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MESSAGE OF BLESSING

The Vietnam Fire and Rescue Police Department warmly welcomes the International Fire Safety & Rescue Technology and Equipment Exhibition – FIRE SAFETY & RESCUE VIETNAM 2020, co-organized by Vietnam Advertisement and Fair Exhibition JSC (VIETFAIR) and Messe Frankfurt News Era Business Media Ltd. The exhibition is opened from August 20th – 22nd, 2020 at Saigon Exhibition and Convention Center, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam.

Following the previous successes, FIRE SAFETY & RESCUE is the largest and most prestigious event in fire safety and rescue in Vietnam, attracting the attention from relevant Government Ministries, Departments as well as local and international organizations, enterprises. The exhibition will continue to be an opportunity to strengthen international cooperation, experience sharing, technology transfer in the field of security, safety, fire protection; further introduce and promote Fire police images in the region and around the world; seek for cooperation and investments opportunities from developed countries, global organizations; complete the standardization of fire protection and rescue in Vietnam. This is also the occasion for Fire Police Force and related local and international partners to discuss, improve experience, complete fire safety and rescue professional theory system. The general public can learn more about fire safety and rescue skills, contributing the public fire safety awareness from this event.

Vietnam Fire and Rescue Police Department welcomes all participating organizations, agencies, individuals and enterprises, contributing to the success of the event.

Wishing great success to FIRE SAFETY & RESCUE 2020!

DIRECTOR GENERAL

MAJOR GENERAL NGUYEN TUAN ANH
Join Vietnam’s most comprehensive platform

The Vietnam market is currently one of the strongest in the ASEAN region. Fire & Safety Vietnam works closely with local government and organisations in the fire safety and disaster management field to ensure effective business connections among its exhibitors and visitors.

Country facts at a glance (based on 2018 figures):

- One of the fastest growing economies in the world with 7% GDP growth.
- 2nd largest ASEAN population at 97 million.
- Strong manufacturing sector shifting from labor-intensive to high value-added goods.
- Strong FDI inflow of US$35.5 billion.
- Ongoing smart city projects: Nhat Tan Noi Bai Smart City (Hanoi), Da Nang Smart City (Da Nang), Ho Chi Minh Smart City (Ho Chi Minh) and Binh Duong Navigator 2021 (Binh Duong)

Five reasons to join Fire & Safety Vietnam

- Official fire safety departments and leading associations in the country stand by Fire & Safety Vietnam.
- Offering efficient business engagements during the three-day event.
- 115+ VIP tours
- Accommodating security, fire safety, smart building & home solutions under one roof.
- Generating a surging amount of project opportunities.

Largest business platform in Vietnam with 12 years of industry experience

Fastest growing market in ASEAN

Strong official support
The Vietnam market is currently one of the strongest in the ASEAN region. Fire & Safety Vietnam works closely with local government and organisations in the fire safety and disaster management field to ensure effective business connections among its exhibitors and visitors.

Join Vietnam's most comprehensive platform for fire safety and disaster management

2020 Show features:
- 400 exhibitors
- 11,000 sqm
- Featured pavilions, application and product showcase zones
- Tailored business matching experience
- Fire & Safety seminar and outdoor demonstrations
- Smart factory conference & tour

Key product showcase

**FIRE SAFETY & RESCUE**
- FIRE EXTINGUISHING EQUIPMENT
- FIRE ALARM & SENSOR
- PPE & OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY
- DISASTER PREVENTION
- FIRE-PROOF MATERIAL

**SECURITY**
- SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
- ACCESS CONTROL
- SOFTWARE & PLATFORM
- COMPONENT AND ACCESSORIES

**SMART BUILDING**
- BUILDING AUTOMATION & MANAGEMENT
- ENERGY SAVING
- PARKING SOLUTION
- LIGHTING CONTROL
- VIDEO DOOR PHONE & INTERCOM

“I am here to learn about market and industry trends so that we can adjust our products to fit market needs. I am happy to find relevant technologies here with a variety of options.”

Nguyen Van Huynh, Product Designer, Cty TNHH PCCC Sao Viet (Vietnamese Sar Fire Extinguisher Co Ltd)
2019 show profile:

Featured pavilions:
- Japan Fire pavilion
- Korea Fire Institute pavilion
- Shenzhen pavilion
- Singapore pavilion

It’s important for us to be here to find out what the latest security and fire safety technologies are in the world. We can also connect with new business partners and manufacturers to supply us with the right products.

Le Dinh Dung, Vice Director, Phu Minh Investment and Technic Consulting Co. Ltd

Concurrent events:

secutech
VIETNAM

Visitor statistics

Business nature
(all figures in %)

| System Integrator / Installer | 38 | 33.1 |
| End user | 30 | 25.5 |
| Distributor / Importer | 20 | 16.1 |
| Dealer / Reseller | 10 | 9.2 |
| Consultant | 10 | 9.2 |
| Contractor / M&E engineer | 10 | 13.6 |
| Architect / Designer | 10 | 13.6 |
| Others | 10 | 6.9 |
| Guard services | 10 | 2.4 |

Project nature
(all figures in %)

| Construction / Real estate | 27.1 |
| Hi-Tech / Industrial park | 22.7 |
| Manufacturing | 19.3 |
| Retail | 18.0 |
| Telecommunication | 16.8 |
| Government | 12.0 |
| Hospitality | 11.0 |
| Transportation | 6.4 |
| Petroleum / Chemical | 5.6 |
| Education | 5.1 |
| Logistics | 4.3 |
| Financial | 4.0 |
| Healthcare | 3.7 |

Top products of interest for fire safety

Active fire safety

- Fire extinguishing equipment 27.1%
- Fire alarms 26.8%
- Smoke detector 24.6%
- Emergency public address 15.5%
- Escape & emergency equipment 15.4%

Disaster prevention & rescue equipment

- Alarm and warning system 14.8%
- Rescue system 11.7%
- Communication system 10.2%
- GPS tracker 9.7%
- Analysis equipment 9.2%
- PPE & hygiene protection kit 8.7%
- Emergency supplies & recover equipment 6.3%
- Extreme weather prevention 6.0%
- First aid kit 5.6%

Industrial safety & environmental sanitation

- Heat / fire sensor 14.3%
- Personal protection equipment 12.0%
- Industrial instrument & equipment 9.5%
- Environment safety & detection protection 8.5%
- Occupational healthcare equipment 7.0%
- Chemical sensor 6.4%

Passive fire safety

- Fire resistance wall and fire stopping material 23.4%
- Fire / smoke dampers 19.2%
- Fire-related windows and door partitions 10.3%
- Fire-proof paints / materials 9.7%
- Fire preventive glass 9.0%
- Fire-proof testing equipment 8.6%